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Alumnus Talk
Medicine as a career

Dr. Jiten Jaipuria, Attending Consultant, Uro- Oncology Division,
Rajiv Gandhi Cancer institute and Research Centre.

RDPS, Pitampura
GLH
25.10.77; LL:30 am to 12:30 pm
82 students - Medical stream students of class XI, XII and Class XC

Student's Workshop
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OBJECTIVES:

1. To expose students to current trends in the field of medicine and research areas related to it.
2. To facilitate students to understand the expectations of the futuristic medical field in context to Indlan

scenario to inculcate the appropriate attitude, communication and thinking skills (ACT) for success in the
getting through the profession as well as success in the same.

3, To strengthen the networking between the alumni and the school to promote strategic collaborations that
can support school's mission as well as community's initiatives.

DESCRIPTION:

,Homecoming unites the past and present.'The adage came alive on 25th October when Rukmini
Devi Public School got an opportunity to welcome Dr. Jiten Jaipuria, attending consultant at Rajiv

Gandhi Cancer Institute and Research Centre, Delhi. He visited his alma mater after 16 years of passing

out from it as an ace achiever in his cirosen field of career- medicines, to talk and guide the
medical stream aspirants.

Dr. Jiten Jaipuria initiated the interaction session with his own school experiences and their
importance in facilitating him to be an independent lifelong learner in his careei'followed by
handling student's multifarious queries. Those queries were related to preparation for the medical
entrance exams, current and future trends in the field of medicine as well as the work- life balance
etc. The way he shared his life experiences and handled the students'queries by reinforcing the
importance of strong foundation both in mastering concepts and values was simply awesome.

No doubt, sharing of his everyday tryst with his learning and collaborations to bring relief to his
cancer patients in keeping him humble to this day inspite of his long list of achievements could
replace any life skill session for the present generation. He very generously extended his support to
allow students to witness him performing a robotic surgery at his hospital in the near future as well
as holding capacity building sessions for students on the latest technologies like Matlab etc.

Overall the whole interaction session was inspirational as well as informative for the students and
a mesmerizing experience for the whole school team to witness school's two different generations
interacting on one to one basis to promote its philosophy, missitn and ethos.

Enclosure: Session's snap shots, Detailed Q- Ans Report, Few students'feedback report, Introductory note by Dr. Raman

Garg, Profile of the resource personrlellet of $aoWUt.ylf .
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Snap Shots of the Alumnus talk dated ZS.LO.L7
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